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“It has been a long journey to complete the medical assistant 
program successfully. I have faced many challenges along the 
way. From the very beginning, I learned to develop and 
maintain self- discipline, self-motivation, commitment, and 
confidence to help me persevere when I felt like giving up. 
My faith and passion motivated me to stay strong through 
certain circumstances. 

One of my biggest struggles was finance. Without the funding 
of the NCWorks workforce development scholarship (WIOA) 
and school resources, I would not have been able to achieve 
my goals. The  NCWorks program and Career Advisor, 
Cynthia Watson, encouraged me in my education for two 
years and stayed by my side. She believed in me and 
strengthened me by her encouragement each time we met 
for follow up career advising. 

I remember the first day of class and the nervousness I felt 
during the first week. I was not that familiar with my 
classmates and instructors; nor did I have a medical field 
background. But, I was determined to complete the first 
semester. My most challenging time happened in the third 
semester. I was going through a family situation and had a 
medical issues too. My uncle had also passed way my last 
semester. I suffered through a lot of hardships that 
decreased my motivation at times. Even despite what 
happened, I used those obstacles to help make me a stronger 
person and strive harder. 

Some memorable moments were being in a family practice 
medical office for my practicum site experience. Learning 
how to perform venipuncture procedures in labs and CPR 
class. I enjoyed the day of graduation as well. After 
graduation, I want to become a pediatric medical assistant. 
Thank you to the NCWorks workforce development 
scholarship program for making this possible.” 
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For more information visit one of your local  

NCWorks Career Centers or www.westernpiedmontworks.org  


